###### METHOD SUMMARY

We compare two aptamers generated from identical pools against EGFR to explore the advantages and limitations of thermofluorimetric analysis.

Introduction {#S0001}
============

Thermofluorimetry is an accessible technique for measuring aptamer--target equilibrium \[[@B1]\]. Aptamers are single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) or RNA that bind a target molecule. Aptamers have been generated using an *in vitro* process called SELEX (systematic evolution of ligands by exponential enrichment) since 1990 \[[@B2],[@B3]\]. In SELEX, DNA that binds a target is isolated from a pool of DNA with random sequences and structures. Measuring the binding strength of the resulting aptamers is often either slow (e.g., gel shift analysis \[[@B4],[@B5]\]) or is very complex and expensive (e.g., surface plasmon resonance analysis \[[@B6],[@B7]\], flow cytometry \[[@B8]\]). Thermofluorimetry (or melt curve analysis) can be performed with most qPCR instruments (including the inexpensive Open qPCR instrument) and can make sensitive measurements without separation of bound and unbound DNA. However, thermofluorimetry has several caveats that we explore in this work through a comparison of a published aptamer against EGFR \[[@B8]\] and a new aptamer from an identical parent pool.

Thermofluorimetry measures the loss of fluorescence of a dye (like EvaGreen \[EG\] or SYBR Green) as it dissociates from DNA during thermal melting of double-stranded structure. It might be assumed that target-bound DNA structures should melt at a higher temperature than the unbound aptamer. However, the shape of the melt curve is dependent on the specific properties of the individual aptamer. The perturbation of this melting process by target can generate a binding isotherm. However, the interpretation of these features in terms of specific thermodynamic properties is difficult.

We have analyzed two aptamers from an identical pool to compare the thermofluorimetric properties. To select the new aptamer, we preselected the pool against recombinant EGFR for four rounds (after which the pool displayed high diversity as determined by high-throughput sequencing). We then continued the selection using A549 cells overexpressing EGFR. This is a version of 'hybrid SELEX' \[[@B13]\] and, to the best of our knowledge, represents the first cell-SELEX DNA aptamer against wild-type EGFR. EGFR is overexpressed in many cancer cells. Currently, EGFR diagnosis is based on anti-EGFR antibodies \[[@B9]\]. DNA is more easily synthesized with modifications like fluorophores and attachment chemistry for diagnostic applications.

Aptamers generated against soluble, purified, cell-surface proteins in nonphysiological conditions will often not recognize the same protein in its native conformation. This problem can be overcome by selecting aptamers for their ability to bind whole living cells under native conditions. Esposito *et al*. reported RNA aptamers against EGFR using cell-SELEX \[[@B16]\]. Tan *et al*. reported DNA aptamers against target human glioblastoma multiforme (GBM) cells overexpressing EGFR variant III (EGFRvIII), the most common form of EGFR mutation, using cell-SELEX \[[@B17]\]. Unlike the published DNA aptamer against EGFR recombinant target protein \[[@B8]\] the new aptamer presented here does bind to cells overexpressing EGFR.

We tested the ability of our new aptamer to bind EGFR with three methods: qPCR, flow cytometry and thermofluorimetry. Thermofluorimetry (melt curve analysis) is a relatively new method with several surprising caveats. We present data showing the importance of annealing and the order of operations as well as careful interpretation of the melting curve signal. The method of thermofluorimetry for binding assays is relatively new and has many advantages. A simple model predicts changes in the thermofluorimetric analysis (TFA) signal on target binding but is too simplistic: it ignores kinetics and the perturbations of binding by dye. We discuss the simple model and its limitations of this model in light of our data.

Materials & methods {#S0002}
===================

Specificity test using the real-time Apta-PCR {#S0003}
---------------------------------------------

KM4 aptamer candidate (generated by hybrid cell-SELEX; see [Supplementary Figure S1](/doi/suppl/10.2144/btn-2018-0128/suppl_file/btn-66-121-s1.pdf)) was incubated at room temperature for 2 h with 2 μl blocked positive microspheres (EGFR-coated clear microspheres; see [Supplementary Data](/doi/suppl/10.2144/btn-2018-0128/suppl_file/btn-66-121-s1.pdf)). The incubation was followed by washing, resuspension in selection buffer and then amplification (95°C, 15 s; 64°C, 15 s; 69°C, 30 s) on the Open qPCR. Similarly, blocked positive microspheres were incubated with scrambled DNA, 'MUT-DNA' (flanked with primer binding sites) and the same amplification analysis was performed with the Open qPCR. qPCR samples were prepared with 2x PCR Master Mix (Taq, Thermo Fisher, MA, USA) and EG dye 20x (Biotium, CA, USA).

Binding assay by thermofluorimetric analysis {#S0004}
--------------------------------------------

Master solution containing 1X EG, and 1X KM4 (50 nM) was made in protein buffer (see [Supplementary Data](/doi/suppl/10.2144/btn-2018-0128/suppl_file/btn-66-121-s1.pdf) for details) and then annealed (80°C, 30 s, rapidly cool to 4°C). Sample containing 1X EG, 1X KM4 and EGFR was serially diluted eight times with twofold dilutions in master solution containing 1X EG and 1X KM4 such that only target (EGFR) was diluted. The control experiment was carried out similarly without a target. Samples were placed in the Open qPCR and melt curve data were acquired at 1.2°C per min with data collection every 30 s. We noted a unique feature in the dF/dT curve (first derivative of fluorescence with respect to temperature) in the aptamer + EGFR samples. This signal increased as a function of EGFR concentration. The importance of annealing was tested with melting curve analysis. To do so, the experiment was carried out similarly as above skipping an annealing step. A further control experiment was performed by taking nonspecific DNA 'NS-DNA' instead of aptamer KM4 in a similar way as with aptamer KM4.

Results & discussion {#S0005}
====================

Screening of selected aptamers with EGFR cells {#S0006}
----------------------------------------------

We selected a second aptamer, KM4, from same pool to explore TFA in detail. To do so, we performed hybrid-SELEX with recombinant protein and EGFR-positive cells ([Supplementary Figure S1](/doi/suppl/10.2144/btn-2018-0128/suppl_file/btn-66-121-s1.pdf)). We evaluated the resulting aptamer candidates with qPCR ([Supplementary Figure S2](/doi/suppl/10.2144/btn-2018-0128/suppl_file/btn-66-121-s1.pdf)), fluorescence microscopy ([Supplementary Figure S3](/doi/suppl/10.2144/btn-2018-0128/suppl_file/btn-66-121-s1.pdf)), and flow cytometry ([Supplementary Figure S4](/doi/suppl/10.2144/btn-2018-0128/suppl_file/btn-66-121-s1.pdf)). We concluded that KM4 binds to EGFR-positive cells and is comparable to published aptamer LINN2 (see [Supplementary Figure S5](/doi/suppl/10.2144/btn-2018-0128/suppl_file/btn-66-121-s1.pdf)). We chose the KM4 sequence for further analysis.

Recombinant EGFR binding using the qPCR {#S0007}
---------------------------------------

Prior to comparison of thermofluorimetric properties in detail, we needed to characterize our second aptamer, KM4. We tested binding of cell-SELEX aptamer KM4 against recombinant EGFR using real-time Apta-PCR analysis. We found that KM4 binds to recombinant EGFR-coated microspheres ([Figure 1](#F0001){ref-type="fig"}). The KM4 aptamer was synthesized with primer binding regions. We also acquired a scrambled aptamer that included primer binding regions. We incubated blocked, positive microspheres (EGFR-coated clear microspheres) with the KM4 aptamer. We varied the concentration of KM4 from 0 to 10 μM. We tested the negative control DNA at the high concentration of 10 μM. The Open qPCR computes a Ct (cycle at which fluorescence exceeds a threshold value) for each sample. We computed ΔCt by comparison to a water-only control (where water was added to the qPCR master mix instead of template). The results revealed the selected aptamer KM4 could bind to recombinant EGFR as well as EGFR-overexpressing cells.

![**Real-time Apta-PCR to confirm binding of aptamer KM4 to recombinant EGFR.**\
**(A)** Schematic of the steps of Apta-PCR analysis. **(B)** qPCR ΔCt is plotted as a function of total aptamer concentration. ΔCt was calculated as the difference between the cycle threshold of the sample and negative control. Error bars are standard deviations of triplicates.](btn-66-121-g1){#F0001}

Thermofluorimetric analysis {#S0008}
---------------------------

We used KM4 to explore the differences in TFA response compared with LINN2. Having confirmed that aptamer KM4 binds to A431 cells and recombinant EGFR, we measured the binding using thermofluorimetry (as shown in [Figure 2](#F0002){ref-type="fig"}A). These results show a melting transition that represents an analytical signal at 30--32°C. The analytical signal corresponds to the interaction between the aptamer and target. We chose the average value of the dF/dT signal at 30--32°C and plotted against EGFR concentration to create a binding curve. Depending on the aptamer, we use a temperature from 22--60°C. Within this temperature range, we look for a distinct, changing signal as a function of target concentration. We excluded temperatures above 60°C (as such temperatures will likely denature aptamer and/or protein structure). In the case of the TFA shown in [Figure 2](#F0002){ref-type="fig"}, 30--32°C was chosen by inspection to have a significant change as a function of protein concentration. The graph in [Figure 2](#F0002){ref-type="fig"} was calculated as follows for the 250 nM EGFR case; the other concentrations were calculated similarly. A sample containing 250 nM of EGFR concentration and 50 nM of KM4 was subjected to thermal denaturation while monitoring fluorescence. The Open qPCR reports -dF/dT or the rate of fluorescence loss as a function of temperature. Melt curve data (-dF/dT) were collected from 30--32°C at five temperature points and the average and standard deviation were calculated to be 315 ± 140 RFU/°C. The equivalent average -dF/dT data for the blank (0 nM EGFR plus 50 nM KM4) was calculated to be 1390 RFU/°C. We normalized the -dF/dT signal of the EGFR-containing sample to the blank (0 nM EGFR) and calculated a ratiometric signal of 0.22 ± 10 for 250 nM EGFR and 50 nM KM4. This ratiometric signal is plotted in terms of normalized dF/dT for clarity. Seven results are displayed because the eighth experiment (the blank) was used to normalize the other seven experiments. We fitted nonlinear regression analysis and calculated K~d~ as ∼1 nM as shown in [Figure 2](#F0002){ref-type="fig"}B. We performed a control experiment similarly taking NS-DNA instead of aptamer KM4 (as shown in [Figure 2](#F0002){ref-type="fig"}B, blue circles). NS-DNA does not show binding.

![**Thermofluorimetric analysis to determine the binding constant of aptamer KM4 to recombinant EGFR.**\
**(A)** The derivative signal (dF/dT) is plotted as a function of temperature. The value of dF/dT changes intensity as a function of EGFR concentration. **(B)** Comparison of binding isotherm of the aptamer (KM4) and nonspecific DNA (NS-DNA). The binding curve was generated by plotting dF/dT versus EGFR concentration at 30--32°C. Error bars are standard deviations of the differential signals at 30--32°C.](btn-66-121-g2){#F0002}

The measured K~d~ from TFA (∼1 nM) differs from that derived from cytometry (Kd = 46 nM; see Supplementary Data Figure S4). There are multiple reasons to account for this difference: 1) TFA is a homogeneous, one-step technique. Flow cytometric analysis is a heterogeneous technique and requires washing. Washing might reduce the observed affinity of the aptamer. 2) In TFA, the signal-to-background ratio is aptamer-specific. Some uncertainty of the signal at low target concentrations might be the reason for the difference in K~d~. 3) Each aptamer also differs in its binding mechanism and entropically driven aptamers can show significantly higher affinity at a higher temperature \[[@B18]\]. 4) TFA uses intercalating dyes to report the interaction of aptamer and target. EG is an intercalating dye and consists of two acridine orange moieties linked with a flexible spacer. Intercalation may affect DNA structure, and bound dye may interact with the protein as well.

Model of TFA {#S0009}
------------

We constructed an equilibrium model to examine the thermofluorimetric behavior produced by different mechanistic assumptions. We show that an intuitive model of aptamer--target melting cannot produce the results we obtained. Under the intuitive model, a fluorescent aptamer will be stabilized by target binding. Under this model, aptamer--target complex is stabilized and will remain fluorescent at higher temperatures (compared with aptamer alone). This may be true for some aptamers but is not true for KM4 or LINN2. We suspect that the mechanism of signal generation in TFA will be specific to the aptamer sequence. To show the contrast between this predicted behavior and our observed behavior, we generated four simulated melt curves for qualitative comparison to our data.

To construct this model, we consider two simultaneous equilibria between three states: 1) target-bound, structured holo-aptamer ('H'); 2) an unbound, structured apo-aptamer ('A'); and 3) unbound, denatured, linear aptamer ('L'). The equilibrium between apo-aptamer and linear aptamer is assumed to be governed by a binding enthalpy and temperature-independent entropy on the order of that derived from mFold \[[@B21]\]. The binding energy is derived from published aptamer calorimetric data (and so is realistic but not related to this specific aptamer) \[[@B22]\]. The model ignores dye--DNA equilibrium and any possible kinetic effects. This equilibrium model should be considered a qualitative exploration of overall trends.

The model was defined by two equilibria: K~al~ is the apo-linear (melting) equilibrium coefficient, and K~ah~ is the apo-holo (binding) equilibrium coefficient:$$\frac{\lbrack A\rbrack}{\lbrack L\rbrack} = K_{al}$$ $$\frac{\lbrack A\rbrack\lbrack T\rbrack}{\lbrack H\rbrack} = K_{ah}$$

These equilibria were constrained by the total aptamer, A~tot~, and the total target, T~tot~:$$\lbrack A\rbrack + \lbrack L\rbrack + \lbrack H\rbrack = A_{tot}$$ $$\lbrack H\rbrack + \lbrack T\rbrack = T_{tot}$$

These four equations can be solved explicitly (see [Supplementary Data, Python source code](/doi/suppl/10.2144/btn-2018-0128/suppl_file/btn-66-121-s1.pdf)). The result is an expression for the H and A concentration as a function of K~al~, K~ah~, A~tot~ and T~tot~.$$\lbrack H\rbrack = \frac{(A_{tot} \cdot K_{al}) + (K_{ah} \cdot K_{al}) + K_{ah} + (K_{al} \cdot T_{tot}) - \sqrt{- \begin{array}{l}
{(A_{tot}^{2} \cdot K_{al}^{2}) + (2A_{tot} \cdot K_{ah} \cdot K_{al}^{2}) + (2A_{tot} \cdot K_{ah} \cdot K_{al})} \\
{(2A_{tot} \cdot K_{al}^{2} \cdot T_{tot}) + (K_{ah}^{2} \cdot K_{al}^{2}) + (2K_{ah}^{2} \cdot K_{al}) + K_{ah}^{2} +} \\
{(2K_{ah} \cdot K_{al}^{2} \cdot T_{tot}) + (2K_{ah} \cdot K_{al} \cdot T_{tot}) + (K_{al}^{2} \cdot T_{tot}^{2})} \\
\end{array}}}{2K_{al}}$$ $$\lbrack A\rbrack = \frac{(A_{tot} \cdot K_{al}) - (K_{ah} \cdot K_{al}) - K_{ah} - (K_{al} \cdot T_{tot}) + \sqrt{- \begin{array}{l}
{(A_{tot}^{2} \cdot K_{al}^{2}) + (2A_{tot} \cdot K_{ah} \cdot K_{al}^{2}) + (2A_{tot} \cdot K_{ah} \cdot K_{al})} \\
{(2A_{tot} \cdot K_{al}^{2} \cdot T_{tot}) + (K_{ah}^{2} \cdot K_{al}^{2}) + (2K_{ah}^{2} \cdot K_{al}) + K_{ah}^{2}} \\
{+ (2K_{ah} \cdot K_{al}^{2} \cdot T_{tot}) + (2K_{ah} \cdot K_{al} \cdot T_{tot}) + (K_{al}^{2} \cdot T_{tot}^{2})} \\
\end{array}}}{2(K_{al} + 1)}$$

This equilibrium model allowed us to calculate theoretical concentrations for H, A and linear DNA at a range of target concentrations and temperatures. The result is a simulated TFA curve that can show a variety of behaviors over a reasonable range of input parameters.

We show our experimental melt curve data ([Figure 3](#F0003){ref-type="fig"}A--B) and four simulated cases for comparison ([Figure 3](#F0003){ref-type="fig"}C--F). We consider that the H may or may not be fluorescent. We also consider two scenarios for the thermodynamics of aptamer--target binding: 1) where the aptamer--target binding equilibrium coefficient is nearly constant over the relevant temperature range per known data \[[@B22]\]; and 2) where we contrive that the aptamer--target complex should also display melting behavior in the relevant range. The intuitive assumptions (i.e., that A and H are fluorescent; K~ah~ is constant) produce the behavior shown in [Figure 3](#F0003){ref-type="fig"}C. In this case, aptamer binding produces increased fluorescence and an apparent increase in melting temperature. However, this simulated curve is clearly inconsistent with the data for KM4 and LINN2. [Figure 3](#F0003){ref-type="fig"}F is more qualitatively consistent and is derived from the assumption that the bound aptamer is non-fluorescent and has an independent melting event. The model shows that LINN2 and KM4 do not follow intuitive assumptions about the underlying chemistry of thermofluorimetric analysis. We suggest the following considerations when analyzing TFA melt curves:1.Some aptamers may not obey the assumption that both the H and A are highly fluorescent. We should acknowledge that either may bind intercalating dye more efficiently depending on the specific aptamer DNA sequence.2.Some aptamers may not obey the assumption that target is released from bound aptamer at a different temperature than the denaturation of the unbound folded structure.3.Some aptamers may produce more fluorescence than others in the presence of fluorogenic dyes. Some aptamers will therefore perform better in TFA than others. With dyes like EG, the signal-to-background ratio is better for aptamers with significant double-stranded structure (see predicted secondary structures, [Supplementary Data Figure S5](/doi/suppl/10.2144/btn-2018-0128/suppl_file/btn-66-121-s1.pdf)).

![**Qualitative comparison of experimental melt curves and simulated melt curves based on equilibrium models.**\
**(A)** Thermofluorimetric analysis (TFA) of LINN2 shows fluorescence as a function of temperature. **(B)** TFA of KM4 shows fluorescence as a function of temperature. **(C)** Model when apo- and holo-aptamer are fluorescent, and target binding affinity is nearly constant. Blue line shows the aptamer only; red lines show a range of increasing target concentrations. **(D)** Model when only apo-aptamer is fluorescent, and target binding affinity is nearly constant. **(E)** Model when apo- and holo-aptamer are fluorescent, and target binding also shows a Tm. **(F)** Model when only apo-aptamer is fluorescent, and target binding shows a Tm.\
Tm: Melting point.](btn-66-121-g3){#F0003}

We attempted to fit the simulation to experimental TFA data to determine the thermodynamic parameters. Although the data resemble the model shown in [Figure 3](#F0003){ref-type="fig"}F, the fit parameters derived from that model were highly contradictory. This further indicates that the equilibrium model is not a complete description of the process. Fitting the model to the curve of the aptamer alone (0 nM EGFR) yielded a set of thermodynamic constants for the melting equilibrium. Fitting the case with 65 nM of EGFR present yielded another set of thermodynamic constants for the melting equilibrium and constants for the binding equilibrium. These constants were irreconcilable. Fitting both simultaneously failed to converge (see [Supplementary Data Figure S6](/doi/suppl/10.2144/btn-2018-0128/suppl_file/btn-66-121-s1.pdf)).

Kinetic effects on TFA {#S0010}
----------------------

We suspect that kinetics plays a role in the fluorescence loss during TFA. The equilibrium model ignored any kinetic effects. This may account for the quantitative differences between our model and data. Kinetic effects of dye binding, aptamer--target binding, and aptamer folding could all affect the melt curve. If the kinetics were negligible, then the order of assembly of the reaction mixture would not affect the results. However, we found that annealing the aptamer with the dye present shows a very different trend compared to annealing the aptamer alone and adding the dye. This suggests that annealing the aptamer alone may generate a kinetically trapped state in which equilibrium dye binding is not obtained until the sample is heated.

We initially performed TFA by combining aptamer and EG followed by annealing. We carried out an alternate procedure by annealing prior to adding EG. We generated a binding curve from the experimental case by plotting the average of the differential signal at 30--32°C against target EGFR concentration. We also generated a binding curve for the alternative case by taking of normalized average of the differential signal at 32--35°C against target EGFR concentration. Both were normalized with respect to blank (0 nM target). Annealing with EG shows a clear binding trend while the alternative did not. We interpret this to indicate that annealing with EG might set up an alternative kinetically trapped state. Such a trapped state could show a more dramatic dF/dT signal upon rearranging at higher temperatures. It was advantageous to anneal aptamer KM4 with the dye, but every aptamer could behave differently.

![**Kinetic effects on thermofluorimetric analysis of aptamer KM4 with recombinant EGFR.**\
**(A)** Binding curve generated by annealing 1X aptamer and EvaGreen (EG) before adding target (orange color; error bars are standard deviations of average of differential signals at 30--32°C), and by annealing aptamer without EG followed by adding EG and target (violet color; error bars are standard deviations of differential signals at 32--35°C). **(B)** The derivative signal (dF/dT) is plotted as a function of temperature for aptamer annealed with EG. **(C)** The derivative signal (dF/dT) is plotted as a function of temperature for aptamer annealed alone followed by EG addition.](btn-66-121-g4){#F0004}

Implications of thermodynamic & kinetic results {#S0011}
-----------------------------------------------

TFA allows for the measurement of a signal from target--aptamer complexes using an intercalating dye. Our novel DNA aptamer, KM4, was selected against EGFR-overexpressing cells. This aptamer binds both cell surfaces and recombinant EGFR. The published DNA aptamer, LINN2 \[[@B8]\], failed to bind native cell-surface EGFR. This follows precedent set by RNA aptamers against EGFR \[[@B23]\].

The pair of related molecules allows for a direct comparison of aptamer idiosyncrasies when analyzed with TFA. Aptamer KM4 was not as amenable to TFA as LINN2. Its folded structure is less fluorescent in the presence of EG. Additionally, both KM4 and LINN2 show reduced EG fluorescence upon target binding. This suggests that TFA is not equally applicable to all aptamers. TFA gives a better signal-to-background ratio for aptamers having more double-stranded DNA structure.

We generated a simple equilibrium model to try to explain our TFA results. The model shows that complex melting behavior is possible. Adding kinetic effects further complicates matters. Given the complexity of the melt curves, we suggest that over-interpretation of melt curves should be avoided. Some features in the melt curve correspond to the bound complex. However, the precise thermodynamic origin of the features (e.g., stabilization of the folded structure) are probably oversimplifications.

This body of work suggests several key considerations when using TFA to perform binding assays including: mechanistic uncertainty, aptamer--dye interaction, and the possibility of kinetic effects. The common mechanistic interpretation will not be true in all cases. Only in a subset of aptamers will the folded, fluorescent aptamer be stabilized by target binding. This mechanism should not be assumed in interpreting TFA of aptamers. Aptamers will show poor performance if they have a low double-stranded structure or if their binding activity is disrupted by the intercalating dye. If mFold, NuPACK or similar software predicts few internal base pairs, then the aptamer may be a poor candidate for TFA. Finally, we note that the order of operations in assembling the reaction may affect the outcome of the experiment. This suggests that kinetic effects may be important. In addition to target concentration and buffer choice (which are common parameters for any binding assay), the order of operations in assembling samples should be carefully optimized.

Many aptamers show double-stranded structure and will be amenable to TFA, but it should not be considered universal. It may nonetheless be preferable to fluorescence anisotropy \[[@B24]\] or de-quenching a fluorophore \[[@B25]\], which require covalently modified DNA and whose performance is also very specific to each aptamer. We validated the binding of aptamer KM4 to the target using a known technique, flow cytometry \[[@B8]\]. Many methods exist for measuring protein-aptamer equilibria (e.g., flow cytometry, SPR, radioactive dot blot assay) \[[@B26]\]. These can be used to confirm TFA results. The ubiquity and simplicity of melt curve analysis and the fact that it is a homogeneous assay all make TFA an attractive option for initial characterization of a new aptamer.
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======================
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